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Front Page Headline, Wall Street
Journal – “Judge Approves $14
million (U.S.) Settlement by SAC
in SEC Insider Trading Case.

Monday, April 1st

Easter Monday Holiday in Canada and some EU countries

According to court documents, a federal judge has signed off on the smaller of two insider trading settlements by
hedge fund SAC Capital Advisors AP, even as Michael Steinberg – a senior employee who has worked at SAC in
Stamford, Conn. since 1997 and Sigma Capital since 2003 – was arrested and charged with insider trading. SAC
unit Sigma Capital agreed last month to pay $14 million (U.S.) to settle allegations by the Securities and Exchange
Commission that an analyst had obtained insider information about technology companies Dell Inc. and Nvidia Corp.
which was passed along to two portfolio managers at SAC, resulting in more than $6 million (U.S.) in illicit profits and
avoided losses. The approval of the Sigma settlement in a court order filed by U.S. District Judge Harold Baer in New
York, follows another federal judge stating he needed more time to consider a record $602 million (U.S.) settlement
by SAC in a separate insider trading case.”

Sigma Capital’s Michael Steinberg
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Front Page Headline, Wall Street Journal – “Stockton, California Bankruptcy Poses Risk to Pensions. Stockton,
an agriculture center of 300,000 residents 70 miles south of Sacramento, filed in June 2012 for Chapter 9 under the
U.S. bankruptcy code, which allows municipalities to seek protection from creditors by establishing a plan to resolve
their debt. It is the largest U.S. city to file for bankruptcy. Today, Judge Christopher Klein of the U.S. Bankruptcy
Court in Sacramento, declined a request by the city’s creditors that he dismiss the bankruptcy case, ruling: ‘Without
bankruptcy powers, the city will not be able to perform its obligations to its citizens relating to such fundamental
matters as public safety, as well as other basic governmental services.’ Stockton is the latest of several California
cities which have filed for bankruptcy – following Vallejo, San Bernardino and Mammoth Lakes – after their finances
crumbled in the face of the recent recession and as costs such as city pension obligations mounted. When it filed
for bankruptcy, Stockton had $700 million (U.S.) in bond debt and faced a $26 million (U.S.) annual budget shortfall.
Now, it could become one of the first municipalities to use bankruptcy protection to force bondholders to accept less
than the principal amount they are owed. Two other areas operating under Chapter 9 protection, San Bernardino and
Jefferson County, Alabama, are also attempting to negotiate such concessions from their bondholders.”

Central Stockton, California.

•

Source: Reuters

Front Page Headline, Bloomberg News – “Greatest Bond Bubble in History Will Burst in Economic Chaos: Stockman. In a New York Times op-ed, former budget director during the Reagan administration David Stockman warns:
‘The U.S. economy is in a bubble inflated by ‘phony money’ from the Federal Reserve and will burst within a few years.
The Fed’s quantitative easing policies following the credit crisis have flooded stock markets with cash even while the
‘Main Street economy’ remains weak. That combination is unsustainable. When it bursts, there will be no new round
of bailouts like the ones the big U.S. banks received in 2008. Instead, America will descend into an era of zero-sum
austerity and virulent political conflict, extinguishing even today’s feeble remnants of gross domestic product (GDP)
growth. By borrowing huge amounts of money, we’re burying future generations in debt …Investors will sell at any
hint that the Fed is beginning to remove assets from its balance sheet. Notwithstanding (Fed Chairman) Bernanke’s
assurances about eventually, gradually making a smooth exit, the Fed is domiciled in a monetary prison of its own
making. These (fiscal and monetary) policies have brought America to an end-stage metastasis. The way out would
be so radical (that) it can’t happen.”

Former Budget Director during the Reagan administration David Stockman.

Source: Bloomberg
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The Tempe, Arizona-based Institute for Supply Management (ISM) reports its U.S. factory index declined to a reading
of 51.3 in March from a level of 54.2 in February, citing the housing and auto-related industries outpaced other areas
of the economy. Guy LeBas, chief fixed income strategist at Janney Montgomery Scott LLC in Philadelphia noted:
“On a broad basis, the manufacturing outlook remains positive, but with a couple of cloudy areas. It highlights the
downside of reduced government spending, but underscores a fairly stable private sector.”

•

The Commerce Department reports U.S. construction spending rose by 1.2% in February, paced by the highest level
of single-family home building in more than four years

Tuesday, April 2nd
•

The Commerce Department reports U.S. factory orders rose by 3% in February following a 1% decline in January, citing higher demand for automobiles and commercial aircraft

•

Eurostat – the European Union’s statistics office based in Luxembourg – reports the number of unemployed increased
by 33,000 to exceed 19 million in the 17-nation European Monetary Union keeping the unemployment rate unchanged
at a record 12% in February, following January’s 12% level upwardly revised from 11.9%. In a research note to clients,
Martin van Vliet, an economist at ING Bank NV commented: “An end to the euro zone’s labour market downturn is not
yet in sight. We cannot fully rule out a surprise (ECB administered interest) rate cut or new conventional support on
Thursday.”

People wait outside an unemployment office in Madrid.

•

Source: Associated Press

America’s three biggest automobile manufacturers all reported their strongest domestic new car sales for March in
five years, with General Motors’ sales rising by 6.4% on a year-over-year basis, while Ford Motor ’s climbed by 5.7%
and Chrysler ’s were 5% higher; reflecting higher consumer confidence levels and gains realized from the stock market. Alec Gutierrez, a senior analyst at auto pricing service Kelley Blue Book, observed: “The midsize and compact
segments (of production) have become a major area of focus for the domestic auto makers and this has improved
sales volumes that were typically reserved for Toyota, Honda and Nissan.”
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•

Front Page Headline, Business Insider – “Ten Signs That Indicate the Stock Market Is Overbought: Rosenberg. In
a new research note, Gluskin Sheff Economist David Rosenberg writes: ‘While it may be exciting for equity investors to
see the S&P 500 index hit an all-time high, beneath the veneer, some signs of non-ratification, or at least overbought
readings are beginning to materialize.’
1) Too much exuberance – One wonders if this is a classic case of performance chasing at the highs. Those
investors jumping into the market now after a five year period in which the major (stock) averages have soared
by 135% and without the major components of the economy having fully recovered could result in being a
classic case of bad timing.
2) Volume – The average daily volume for March was about 12% lower than year ago levels
3) 50-Day Moving Averages – There has been a deteriorating share of NYSE-listed stocks trading above
their 50-day averages in recent weeks … in other words, leadership is narrowing.
4) Insider Selling – Corporate insiders have been some of the biggest (equity) sellers during the past few
weeks.
5) Defensive Sectors are seeing highs, not cyclical stocks – It is very rare to achieve new highs with
defensive sectors which shield investors from recessionary pressures dominating the leadership board like
Health Care
6) Bulls are investing cautiously – Leadership has come from defensive sectors, such as Consumer Staples and Health Care, along with high dividend paying stocks. If bulls are backing the recovery, they are
investing cautiously.
7) Rising short positions – NYSE short positions rose by 2.4% in early March
8) Historical trends – In each of the past three years, 1st. quarter rallies were followed by range trading well
into the summer months.
9) Buying power is nearly maxed out – Portfolio managers only have an average of 3.7% cash on hand
relative to equity assets under management.
10) Dow Theory advocates are silent – In early January, Dow theorists were looking at transportation stocks
and seeing ‘buy’ signals, however, these stocks have come off their highs … The weekend Wall Street Journal
does quote the legendary Richard Russell as saying that a move in the Dow Transport Index to 6,100 from the
current 6,255 level would be a vivid signal that the overall market has topped out (so we have some time in
order to make a judgment call, at least based upon this indicator).”
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Wednesday, April 3rd
•

Automatic Data Processing Inc. (ADP) reports the U.S. economy created 158,000 private sector jobs in March, following an upwardly revised gain of 237,000 jobs in February

•

The Tempe, Arizona-based Institute for Supply Management reports its U.S. non-manufacturing index declined to a
reading of 54.4 in March from a level of 56 in February, citing federal budget spending cuts (the sequester) and declines in new orders and employment levels

Thursday, April 4th
•

The Labor Department reports U.S. initial claims for state unemployment benefits increased by 28,000 to 385,000 in
the week ended March 30th. while continuing claims declined by 8,000 to 3.063 million in the week ended March 23rd.

•

Front Page Headline, Financial Times – “MF Global Report Blames Jon Corzine. A new report by court-appointed
MF Global Trustee Louis Freeh blames Jon Corzine – the former CEO of Goldman Sachs and Governor of New Jersey
– who managed MF Global from March 2010 to its failure in October 2011, for “embarking on a risky business strategy of purchasing Italian, Portuguese, Spanish and Irish sovereign government debt and ignoring glaring deficiencies
in risk controls. Mr. Corzine executed some of the trades personally, even placing trades in the middle of company
meetings. As the European debt crisis worsened, the company began to receive margin calls, which threatened its
liquidity, so it dipped into customer funds to help eliminate the deficiency.” See also, Economic Winter, The Pathology of Debt and Erosion of Civil Liberties in America – MF Global: Suspicion of Wrongdoing Goes Deeper than
People Think, February 1, 2012.

•

Front Page Headline, Financial Times – “Obama Budget Plan Set To Curb Tax Breaks. U.S. President Barack
Obama is expected to renew his call for a cap on tax cuts for the wealthy in his budget proposal next week, as the
main way to raise revenue. President Obama is poised to take a hard line on taxes even as he attempts to placate
Republicans with spending cuts. President Obama’s previous plans have also curbed tax deductions for high earners.
Democrats and liberal groups predict that the President will cling to his old definition of the wealthy, applying limits
to households with annual incomes above $250,000 (U.S.). At Longwave Analytics, we have repeatedly stated
that America’s national debt will likely never be repaid. Recently, we have been joined by The Privateer in that
forecast: ‘In the U.S. the federal government has not run a genuine annual surplus for 53 years. In 1960, the
U.S. Treasury’s statutory debt limit was $293 billion (U.S.). In January 2013, it was $16.394 trillion (U.S.). At
present, it does not exist. There is talk of reinstituting a debt limit on May 18th. By that time, the U.S. official
national debt will likely be at or above the $17 trillion (U.S.) level. It is absurd to think that this debt will ever
be repaid.”

•

Front Page Headline, Daily Telegraph U.K. – “America Will Pay the Price If It Neglects Its Infrastructure. With
hard economic times still facing plenty of Americans, U.S. President Barack Obama has developed a soft spot for infrastructure. Not only, does it create jobs, but also, it improves vital bridges, roads, airports and power stations; plus
it is a popular idea with voters. There’s no doubt that America’s infrastructure needs a facelift. Every four years, the
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) issues a report card. In its latest assessment of the country’s infrastructure published last month, the ASCE actually upgraded the U.S. from a ‘D’ to a ‘D+’. However, this is not the sort of
improvement that would … help America to compete in an increasingly globalized world. Investing directly in long
term infrastructure should appeal to pension managers with liabilities extending out for decades. The existence of both
the need, as well as a pool of cash, is making some dare to believe that the political will could be found to encourage
private capital to become more involved in rebuilding America. The chances of success in using a combination of
public and private funds to deliver big projects, or small but important improvements, will (assuredly) demand greater
flexibility from politicians. To encourage pension funds to invest the money, they need to be far more open to the
idea of generating sustainable revenues through pricing systems, such as tolls. Simultaneously, American taxpayers’ interests must be vigilantly guarded in a country which has been reluctant to privatize infrastructure because of
political pressure.”
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Friday, April 5th
•

The Labor Department reports U.S. non-farm payrolls increased by 88,000 in March, following an upwardly revised
268,000 gain in February. The official unemployment rate declined slightly to 7.6% from 7.7% due to a drop in the
civilian labor force participation rate to 63.3%, its lowest level since 1979.

Source: Business Insider
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•

Statistics Canada reports the nation’s corporations cut 54,500 full-time jobs in March, citing a slowing economy. The
unemployment rate rose slightly to 7.2% from 7%.

•

Front Page Headline, Financial Times – “Portugal’s Bailout Plans Rejected by Constitutional Court. The Portuguese Constitutional Court has rejected certain austerity measures as unconstitutional, which were critical to meeting
deficit reduction targets enabling Portugal’s 78 billion euro bailout program to remain on track. The court ruled that
four out of nine contested measures – including planned cuts in public sector pay and state pensions – breached a
constitutional requirement that the burden of fiscal policy be fairly distributed and not discriminate between the state
and private sector workers or pensions. The measures represent about 20% of the 5 billion euros in revenues and
savings which the government expected to generate from its austerity measures. Pedro Passos Coelho, Portugal’s
prime minister, now faces the task of either tabling new cuts, or negotiating a further relaxation of deficit targets with
international lenders, who have already given Lisbon two extra years to meet agreed objectives.”

CLOSING LEVELS FOR FRIDAY, April 5th
Dow Jones Industrial Average
Spot Gold Bullion (June)
S&P / TSX Composite
10 - Year U.S. Treasury Yield
Canadian Dollar
U.S. Dollar Index Future (Spot Price)
WTI Crude Oil (May)

WEEKLY CHANGE
14,565.25

– 13.29 points

$1,575.90 (U.S.)

– $19.80 per oz.

12,331.85

– 418.05 points

1.71%

– 14 basis points

98.39 (U.S.)

– 0.07 cent

82.573

– 0.557 cent

$92.70 (U.S.)

– $4.53 per barrel
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“Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.” Santayana

